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Do you know what cows eat and drink?Do you know what cows eat and drink?Do you know what cows eat and drink?Do you know what cows eat and drink?
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drink just as we do. 

A cow can drink about a 
bath tub full of water every 
day.Sa
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Cows live outside and eat grass in the summer 
but what do they eat in winter? what do they eat in winter? what do they eat in winter? what do they eat in winter? 
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In the winter, when the grass in the fields stops 
growing, cows are fed on hay hay hay hay and silagesilagesilagesilage. 

Do you know Do you know Do you know Do you know 
what what what what hayhayhayhay and and and and 
silagesilagesilagesilage are? are? are? are? 
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During the winter there is no fresh grass in the 
fields so the cows have to be brought indoors. 
Then farmers use hay and silage to feed their 
animals. Hay and silage are both made of grassgrassgrassgrass.
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grassgrassgrassgrass.

In late summer 
the grass is 
ready to be cut 
and turned into 
hay. 

Machines mow it down. This is called harvestingharvestingharvestingharvesting. 
Then the grass is spread out to dry in the sun to 
make hay.
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A machine called a hay balerhay balerhay balerhay baler collects the hay and 
makes it into bundles called balesbalesbalesbales. These are 
easier for the farmer to move about or carry.

Some machines 
make bales 
shaped like a 
cuboid and  
others make 
bales like 
cylinders.Sa
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The bales of hay 
are stacked up to 
make a haystack.
This is like a 
food store for 
the animals.
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Some of the fresh grass is made into bales and 
wrapped in thick polythene. Inside the polythene 
the grass gets hot and turns into silagesilagesilagesilage. 

Silage is fed to the cows 
in the winter months. 

It doesn’t smell very nice but the cows like it and 
it’s very good for them.
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As well as hay and silage, the cows eat special 
food pelletsfood pelletsfood pelletsfood pellets in the winter time.

In the winter 
months cows 
live indoors 
and the farmer 
puts a thick 
layer of strawstrawstrawstraw or sawdustsawdustsawdustsawdust on the 
floor of their the cowshedcowshedcowshedcowshed. 
The straw or sawdust is their 
beddingbeddingbeddingbedding and the farmer has to 
make sure it is kept clean.
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